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,EARTHQUAKES
ADD TO TERROR
LAGF.$

PADUCAH, KY., TUESDAY MORNING, APRIL 101 1906.
aster at Vesuvius is very scarce ow-1
ing to the fact that all telegraphic
communication Is interrupted, but, SPECIAL
according to the lattest particulars
several homes and the church at San
Guiseppe, Vesuviano, have collapsed
and thirty dead bodies have been
enzfro
i m thezruins. z.,...r.,. .G
talc
,
.....:_van..i

VOL es,-,Nu. 29e

of Colored people into the jury wheel
Dowie, in speaking td Overseer
when the 400 names were deposited,
Piper, pointed on his desk to that
in order that the darkey could have
a chance at being drawn for jury
_'book and said:.
" 'There's a
service. They claim that account this
a man could go
9! straight to the book
fact the 'Holloway indictment Should
devil over if he didn't
is
watch out.'
be thrown out. Judge Reed in de/t
•
"That goes to' show where
ciding the matter said the names of'
John
the wbite people Pt ia tlfl
"---lors "-lf`IrklilK 'been in
OF
ti.,.. ::.....,::. ..-.,v
were just as wise and discreet as any
collapsed owing to the almost conThe book referred 'to is a copy of
colored person or any other could
tinuaus earthshocks, but no persons
"Gilron's -,Cartoons," 'ie Contains picbe, therefore this was no reason for
have been reported killed.
tures that could not be sent through
dismissal of the Holloway charge
At Borcotrecase seven have been
the United States triage
which he ordered tried next Friday
killed and six dead bodies have been
which date has been set for the hearfound at Torre Annunziate, while
ing.
Asked to Withhold Welcome.
the injured can be counted by
Roy got one year in the peni"You have decided. yelp, ,waot to
ABSENT WITNESSES
thousands.
tentiary for stealing a pair of sibber And the Fallen
Fake Prophet Will help us stand by the adMinist
le
i
ntion,"
boots and carrying them to the secThe government has ordered the
continued Voliv..
e,,, `I.tilew , to do
CAUSED
POSTPO
NEMENT
N'THE
ond
Not
END
be
hand
01? THE
Met
at
dealer
His
Ikey
Ackurtnnn
railway companies to carry the fugi, sellTrain by
it is simple. Don't 'ail to
. railing them.
road station when Dowie arrives here
His
WORLD HAS COME." tives from the devastated districts ,
Deluded
Ingrates.
Herman Shulte confessed to havon Tuesday morning. Steps have
free of charge.
ing given a worthIess chect to Johnbeen taken that that will make it very
The Vesuvian Railway has been
Honor Decided That Men Put ston-Denker and company in payuncomfortable fdr you if you do."
completely destroyed and the stream
ment of $t worth of coal he bought
"We won't gor'.Was'a 'rouging reof lava is twenty feet high, while
In
Jury
Wheel Were Wise and
of them. Shulte then got a year in A VILE BOOK FOUND
They Cry and Tramp the Streets
sponse from the multitude.
the dust and ashes have even
the penitentiary. There was dismiss"We don't want a'.inah of people
Discreet Enough.
reached Sicily.
IN THE ZION LIBRARY, there to
ed the indictment charging him with
by
the
Trembling
whom DowieJean say: 'Hai
buying a $22.so snit of clothing from
Thousand* of persons have left
i•
My loyal subjects,"
.
Mountain.
Weille
and giving a bad cheek for it.
Naples, fearing a recurrence of the
"Right h re I want to refer, in the
For the privilege of cutting his
earthspalres.
presence of this great coiigreeon,
wife, John Alexander was ordered to
MOTION
Dowie's Own Guards Turn From to one incident to show how
The City of Naples bears an aswie
the penitentiary for one year.
In..s been indiscreet, to put it pnildly.
pect of desolation, everything being
The
FOR
court
m
NEW
and the New York Overselected Lawyers J. S.
TRIAL
You have all heard, his explanation of
TOW111
(11
WIPED
PRISI
covered with ashes from the volRoss and Cecil Reed to &fent, Rufus
how he looxed upon *So and So' as a
seer is Also Against His
cano.
•
Brunson', the negro charged with
MOUtoOl'AIN
daughter,
SIDES
.
cutting Will Gills to death because
The lava destroyed a few houses
"That daughter 'business doirt go
Fallen Leader.
Bruns& found Gills talking to Brunin a suburb of Torre Annunciata,
with me- and with these who know
Judge Reed yesterday continued son's
consort out on Sbuth Eleventh
and also the cemetery there. Then
the circumstances. If I should imfOrtunately the flow ceased, as it until June 25th, the killing charge street last Christmas Eve night.
port into Zion al few 'daughters' in
•
Naples, April 8.—With the erupemmummilt
against H. H. Loving which came
that wayomy wife would get after
also at Torre del Greco.
did
tion on Mount Vesuvius more violThere ought to be a hell just to me with a
Civil Proceedings.
broomstick and she would
ent than ever and, two streams of 'At Pompeii the rivers of lava are up yesterday In its turn during the
yawn for this old fakir and his fool- be right.
Lawyer
less
rapid.
Hal
S.
Cbrbett
was
selectpresent
regular
court
molten lava wiping ..entire villages
session. ,By ed
ish , mischievous followers who have
to represent the defendant in the
Incandescent material has -set firs setting June zeth as
from the face of the earth, Naples
the time for divorce suit of Luna Lemon Baker persistently assailed all that was good
t410 Right to Kiss Al Women.
in government and religion in order
tonight is in a state of panic. Men. to the village of San Gufseppe.
trying the matter, the judge has against Lloyd Baker.
.
to establish thews/times apart from
women and children- kte"rrattiping
"You've heard of an incident of
Master Commissioner Cecil Reed the
called a special term for that date,
world
about the streets, raving that their
as no court is held, here by him was referred the suit of Thomas, ad- for ways they drew upon constantly Dowie kissing some women i* San
and meaost to exist, and to Francisco. It was a most diabolical
deity has forgotten asem and that
ministrator, against Payne.
during that month. ;
spread
their
rmernicitsita teachings. proceeding. No man has a right to
• the end of the world is in sight.
Thompson, Wilson & Company
When the indictment was called
Poor old Dowiet ,He and his weak- kiss any woman save his own wife
§
4
.
were
Thousands of people are flocking
given
judgment
for
$2,500 lings will soon
up yesterday morning
commonbe feregotten except as and daughters. Should'any man kiss
here from the towns and farms on
wealth announced that It was not against the estate of Ida B. Heesig. occasion in the future. might require my wife I would
knock his teeth down
There was then ordered that Tenth
the the slopes of the mountain and
ready for trial because there was and
his throat.
Kentucky avenue property be a religious nightmare.
the problem of feeding and caring
absent Mr. Vernon J. Blow, one of sold and the
The Chicago iixamincr of he pth
"Dowie will undoubtedly squirm
money taken to pay off
for the horde has grown serious.
their witnesses whose
inst. has this to Ito .of his return: and lie to explain some of the thinos
testimony
the
amount
of
this
note.
These people have been left home•
was essential during the trial. The
Unheralded add tiOsiing John Alex- he is to be confronted with, but a
e
Master Commissioner Cecil Reed
leas by the streams of lava. which
PEOPLE UP THERE DESIR- defendant also had a number oi filed his report in- the snit of Chiles ander Dowie will enter the gates of man who will go to a woman's room
lapped up all their property in some
Zion City Tuesday morning. Noth- and stay for hours when forbidden by
witnesses who were absent. The against Chiles.
cases within a half hour after tht
IOUS OF GETTING RID
ing but the terrible mockery of his his wife to associate with that woprosecution wanted the case left
Lawyer
Harper
was
selected.
to repowners had fled.
man, has little chance-eo make a satisopen until next Monday, but the resent the absent defendant in the renunciation will greet him
OF THEM.
Tonight not a trace remains of
The crowd of Zion's faithful will factory explanation of his conduct.
other side objected to this, because suit of Fannie Wilson Leach against
Bosco Tre-Case, a commune on the
sissy of the
United States court will be in ses- Artiinsa it Leach. The attorney was remain at home to pray for the suc- "Dowie's talk
southern declivity of the mountain.
sion then and they have many cases then allowed ;5 tor his coming ser- cess of Voliva and Dowie will be left young people in this community has
. Forty-eight hours ago
to ride with the coachman, who will been responsible for a great deal of
this was a
before that tribunal.
Finally an vices.
drive him to the Administration the deviltry that has been going on
city of to,000 population. One mile Committees Will Shortly Meet and
affadavit was Introduced regarding
Buikling, Elijah Hospice or the house in Zion.
to the southward, on the shores of
Grand Jury.
the absent witnesses, and the lawof some friend.
"We will make no effort to prevent
the Gulf of Naples, Torre Anntin- Select Boundaries, Outside Which
yers for each side agreed on June, Commonwealths Attorney John G.
Yesterday made complete Zion's Dowie returning to Zion. If coders
ziata is almost surrounded by lava
Saloons Will Not Exist
..5th, which Judge Reed set as the Lovett was busy so constantly yes- repudiation of the fallen leader. Five want to arrest
hint let them do 90.
and the 3o,000 inhabitants have dedate for the special session to try terday that he did not have time to thousand men and women cheered You stay at home and ,pray.
, Leave
serted their homes and retreated to
draw
4.the
indictment
s
ordered
the matter.
by the words of stinging rebuke and de- it to us to make the arrangerneitts."
Naples. Train after train is also
the
grapd Jury, therefore the latter nunciation that fell from the lips of
Judge Reed decided the point
arriving in this aty bearing the
raised by the lawyers of Hlenry Hol- did not the any return of bills. T. Voliva Re a trip hammer on the
Several
prominent
Mechanics
burg
people of Torre del Greco, another
loway, colored, who is charged with J. Ely, J.. A. Draffin and J. C. Maret character and life of the renounced
town which is in great peril of being poople yesterday stated that they murder, and
which point was in con- were excused from further service "First Apostle."
on the 'grand jury and there substiheartily endorsed the steps taken nection with the fact
wiped out.
Five thousand faithful signed a
that no names
by
of
city
the
legislative authorities in
colored people were put in the tuted. W. N. Hines, A. G. Coleman pledge never to return to the reign of
Naples Itself Threatened.
Dowie.
jury wheel so the colored element and W. M. Hill.
COURT RECEMIR 1r104411S
Not for a century has Naples it-, prohibiting saloons to flourish C X- would have the same
CIF
Zion's guards, so out of 248 preschance
at
repcent
CAMPBELL COUNTY, -11JUST
within a certain district, which resentatio
'elf been so threatened as now. .
Today's Docket
ent at the afternoon demonstration,
n on juries as white people.
ANSWER ON UPI/MY
Vessels lying in the harbor are includes the business portion of
Holloway &Med George Travis, The 'following charges are set signed a similar pledge.
;apidly putting to sea with hun. Paducah. In speaking upon the colored, one night at Twelfth and down on the docket for
CHARDRE. ""•;'
At the conclusion of the most dratrial today:
deeds of the wealthy families, who, matter
these gentlemen said that Terrell streets. Travis stepping in George Dozier, colored, charged with matic day that ever passed at Zion,
have chartered them outright. Capbetween Holloway and another negro assaulting Cora Sims, negress, at the climax to the stirring events of
tains of other ships anchored here aui the respectable people of Me- who were fighting, and catchinis the Twelfth and Madison streets with an the last week were reached when the All Defendants Made Denials of the
are also preparing to leave because chanicsburg Were very desirious of bullet Holloway intended for his an- ax; Laura
Whshington, colored, great choir of 1,000 voices rose at the
Charges Against "item. and
ef fear of tidal wares similar to getting rid of the saloons in that tagonist: ,At the first of every year cliarged with cutting Una Davis; Wil- command of Voliva and pledged
More Investigations to
suburb,
and
they
heartily
hoped
that
the jury commissioners put 400 names lis Dunlap„.charged with breaking in- themselves not to do the`bidding of
those accomparrylog • 'the 4etir14e
the
legislative
Follow.
authorities
white
of
John
would
put
people•
Alexander
-in
the
and
wheel,
Jones'
refrain
out
to
saloon
Lem.
from
to
years
of
ago
two
eruption )of a century ago,, which
Mechanicsburg outside the bound- which juries are ilrawn to try civil and stealing some -cigars, tobacco attending any of the public meetings
wrecked scores of vessels
...1111.01011111•4.
41
and
drowned thousands...of people here. ary, inside which the grogshops con and criminal actions for the ensuing and whiskey; J. A. Donovan and Will he might call.
twelve
months.
Groflourish.
'Holloway's lawyers Jackson, charged with getting
Newport, Ky., April 7.--Mathias
The remarkable feature of the
Admooiahed to Follow God.
Higgins, court retetver for Campbell
One gentleman yesterdey said that claim that the fourteenth amendment cer J. C. Lindsey of South Third
present situation is that so far as
to the United States constitution, street to sell them some groceries
county, was held to answer to the
can be learned itfife one life has the saloons up there were of more provided
"I say to you, don't follow any grand jury
coun
that
all
this
citizens
Meclaiming
of
the
they
yesterday under bond of
by
worked
at
less
or
disagreeib
le nature to the
man. Follow God. If John Alexanbeen lost. At PorUc n olel
$too on the charge of bribing Juror
woman cocmmunity, like every coffee house, tary stood equal, be they black or chanicsburg cooparage factory and
der Dowie had followed God he
-died, supposedly Worn fright.
Vii E. Monroe, Sr. Attorney Horace
and that they wanted to get rid of white, therefore the circuit court comwould not be where he is today.
Two strong eanthqsatike
missioners
should
names
have
the
put
Five.)
Root and Deputy Sheriff Davis were
Page
on
(Continue
d
them.
"I would gladly take a back seat if exonerate
which
shattered
windows I and
d, Magistraie Hutchinson
The question of naming the disthought it for the best. You have holding
tracked the walls of buildings were
that there was 'to evidence
now
taken
trict
inside which saloons shall
a stand regarding the hor- against
experienced today. The entire pop
them.
rible conditions that have prevailed
ulation rushed to the streets in flourish. has been left to the license
The bribery ease against Dr.'Higfor
the
last three years. It is only gins, Ramsey
Icc.mmittce of both boards, and just
terror, many persons crying.
Schnorr and Ferdinand
sad to contemplate how long it has
"The '11S 4scidti as they detide where the
Scheyer, an altogether different acM adonna_ha forsaken...Mk:
taken
you
to
reach this conclusion
on_ oleo st.. placed. a
reof the world has come."
when the remedy was always within tion. but based. on the same affidavits
port no this effect will be made to'
made by M'onroe, was set for MealSight on Vistrrius Magnificent.
eisy reach.
itr17,11i; 1i1. • '
the full board for adoption.
y, April it
:—
With the danger and horror of the
"Now that reu have spoken, we do
Dr. Higgins went to the stand in
Many of the officials have exsituation aside, Vesuvies presents
not
propose
to
let
Dowie
speak
to the his own defense yesterday and deThe police commissioners at last ordinance reducing the force to
i•-essed themselves as desiring to
people ,or get control of Zion print- nied
one of the most,. splendid_ ,siihts
all the charges made against
start the boundary lines at the foot night's meeting in the City Hall, took eighteen.
imaginable. The rnountain of fire, of Clay street
action enforced by the ordinance
In reducing the force the commis- ing house in order to do his dirty him by Monroe, whom, he accused of
on the river front,
work though circulars. I haven't coming
whose speech is by detonation and
to him and asking for
out Clay to Eighth, up Eighth to adopted by the city legislative boards sioners ordered that the balance of told half the things
I am going to on the strngth of the big verdictmoney
cutting down the police force to eigh- the city be given the police protecwhose acts are destruction, seems
Mrs.
Tennessee to river, and along river teen
confront
him with when he arrives.
men, exclusive of the chief, cap- tion now enjoyed, with exception of
like an enraged giant determined to
Waters
got.
had
starting
edge to
point, at foot of tain and lieutenant. In making the re- the butiness part of town 'and the
"There is just one new charge
make the pygmies of earli•feel the
Davis made similar denials, an.1
Clay street. If these boundaries are duction the commissioners adopted a union depot. from. which districts the aginst him that I feel it is my duty
might of his Wrath., fie4 and there
Schnorr testified that btonestablished. it means that no saloons resolution that
prescribed there decrease will be made. At present at this hour to reveal. In Dowie's roe had offered him. droo if he (Monon the mountain "Ade stand the
will be allowed outside same, In should be cbntinucd on the force all two men are worked night time on office there are thirty-five book case'. roe)
An attempt to *et'
tt the
w
got
'blasted trunks of pine, trees, their
this manner the grogshops will be the men except Patrolmen Samuel Broadssay and two on union depot Thirty-four of those cases are opened testimony$500.
Waters, who is ill
Mrs.
of
bare
branches
ontstretched
as concentrated mostly down in the Beadles, Moore Churchill and W. E. beat, and' the. same number during with one key, and we hag had acin Ohio, by long distance telephone,
though in protest against the debusiness part of town.
Matlock. The resolution simply read the daytime, making four patrolmen cess to the books they contain.
WAS ruled out as irregular.
vastation the voteano has wrought.
Just as soon as the council meets that there should be retained the ser for each district for the twenty-four
Harrison Hiss, a reporter for a CinTerrible Book Found in Library. cinnati newspaper, was
next Monday night and instructs its vices of eighteen men, whose names hours By making the reduction only
4
0010
4
IA ,on the
MANY
CRATitilE.
OPENED. committee to meet with the alder- followed. No mention was made in one man will now be worked down in
"To one case there Is a prIvate stand in an effort te/'
Oh document about Churchhill, Bead- town during the day, only one at key, carried only by Dowie.
porations were back of
prosecuVolcano Presents Fearful But Mag- manic license committee and select les and Mlatlock, which means that night and ouly three noon the day and
"In that case a lock was broken tion, J. C-: Ernst, the Nwpoct traction
the boundaries, this will be done.
nificent Spectacle, Intensified ,
they are released from. service by not night shift combined for .the union end in there was found a terrible and electric magnate, and3giather of
being included amongst those named depot stetion,fpsteadi of four.
Look. It cost John Alexander Dowie Chairman 'R. P. Ern* Wkiirector
by Lightning Play and TerInvitations Out.
for continuance. In this w.ay there
In cutting down to two men the Moo of your money. It is about an of the paper by which ITIss is emrific Detonations.
Ysterd'ay invitations were received is no record 'Made by the commis- protection for the business section, inch thick and was purchased by him ployed. The questions were ruled ont
by friends announcing the wedding sioners of the three men being drop- one of the commissioners last night in tom 1 grieve to reveal to you as irrelevant.
Naples, Monday, April .4).—The
April 24th at the Broadway yetho- ed, and it is thought this was done after the meeting said they thought the nature of its contents. To deCommonwealth*. ,Attorney Burking and queen of Italy have left diet church of Miss Louise Cox and so that if these three patrolmen want title was hest, because the store ownscribe them completely would be im- kamp denied on the stand that cowRome and are coming here in strict Mr. Henry Janice Rudy of this city. to sue for their salaries there is noth-4 ers are able to pay for private police
pquible. If the whole earth were to rations are concerned in the prosecn- •
privacy.
The marriage was published several ing to show that they were disbecuPanstacked no book such as that tion. . "nit ease was freeidtd wittout
News from the scene of the dis- weeks ago.
charged, except the legislative boards
1Continue1 on Page Eight.)
could be found. Upon one occasion arguments
.

TERM
IN LOVING CASE

Judge Reed Will Take This
Charge Up June 25.

"Thirty Thousand Inhabitants ofNaples Have Left

DON'T MEET
DOW!E

That is Voliva's Order to
Zionists Cranks.

...••••••••••••••••••••

41••••11111.1•1•=111....11

mouters

T

......•••••••••••

MECEANICSB
SALO

ONE HELD OVER

•

THREE POLICEMEN DROPPED
FROM THE FORCE LAST NIGHT

•

...1•••••••.

of --

ADMINISTRATOR

DELPHIC CLUB

.44
J.

H.

BURNETT

QUALIFIED MEETING

FOR MARIETTE BURNETT
ESTATE.

BE

MORNING

HELD
BY

THIS

THE

LADIES.

Matinee Musicale Club Holds SemiThe Paducah Traveling Men's Club
Monthly Gathering Tomorrow—
Filed Incorporating Articles—
Traveling Art Gallery Here.
No county Court.

The Delphic club will meet this
Yesterday in the county court'
the
at
morning at to o'clock
H. Burnett qualified as administra- Carnegie library. This is the first
tor of the estate of Marietta
fleeting in two weeks, by the ladies.
Eurnett.

Cantankerousnesta

Make
Your
THEDFORD'S
Liver BLACK-DRAUGHT
Smile

Is a sign of liver trouble, and so is biliousness, chins and fever; malaria,
constipation, dizziness, poor complexion, sick headache,low spirits, rheumatism, etc. But this is not all. When your liver is sick you cannot
properly digest _your food, and suffer from indigestion, in all its many-different forms. To regulate your stomach,liver and bowels, take

S

(Z.!vcr Tonic)

Entre Nous Club.
For over 70 years this pure vegetable medicine, for sick Stomach
Miss Sallie Sanders will entertain
and Liver, has been in successful use by many thousands. It acts so
W. C. O'Bryan has sold property the Entre Nous club this afternoon
UT
WITHO
BE
NOT
"I WOULD
in the O'Bryan addition to J. B. at her home.
promptly, yet gently; and relieves so quickly,yet without bad after-affects,
the
deed
and
lodged
$6o,
for
Harris
Thedford's Black-Draught'', writes Miss Nannie C.
that it has no superior in the field of curative medicine, for all diseases of
the
with
Matinee Musicale.
for record yesterday
Haven, Mass. "I find it the best
of
Vineyard
Smith,
the digestive organs. Good for young and old. Try it.
The Matinee Musicale club meets
county clerk.
for colds, indigestion and constiever
used
I
medicine
Arthur Drinnon sold to Redah tomorrow afternon at the Eagles'
pation." It is a pure vegetable preparation, pleasant
Harper for $175, property in the quarters on Sixth and Broadway.
G64a
rmless, yet reliable and effective.
and
county on the Paducah and May- Living composers will be discussed
Lula
Misses
under leadership of
field road.
_11111111111WollillWa
411111111111111111Imila
Roy L. Threlkeld bought from Reed and Anne .Bradshaw.
in
property
for
$6o,
O'Bryan
'W. C.
IIIRMOSIMPINZIWItitnellMSW
Programme. •
the O'Bryan addition to the city.
Some Musicians of Today"—Miss
Virginia Newell.
Licensed to Marry.
Solo, (Nocturne) Leschetzky
Piano
marriage
The. clerk issued a
Isabel Mohan.
—Miss
license to Charles McDonald, aged
WE ARE OFFERING SOME EXTRA BIG VALUES IN
Autumn Storm—EdSolo,
Vocal
:It and Dora McClure, aged 23 both
BALLS, MITTS, MASKS, BATS. ETC.
Weille.
BASE
James
Mrs.
Grieg
ward
colored of this city.
V;olin Solo, Adagio from Violin
Deal,
NEWEST PATTERNS OF LAWN TENNIS RACKETS.
Wm.
Concerto—Mr.
No County Court.
Gilbert.
Harry
SPECIAL VALUES IN TENNIS BALLS.
busy all of
'
Judge Lightfoot was
Glow of
Crimson
The
Duet,
Vocal
OUR POLICY IS TO CUT THE PRICE WHEN POSSIBLE.
yesterday over on the/circuit court
W.
Fades—Frederic
Sunset
not
did
side of the house, therefore
Root.
bold his monthly county court.
The Bandalero—
Solo, a.
Vocal
There is hardly anything before the
b. Goodbye-Stuart.
Leslie
We will pay $1.00 for one of the following cash sales tickets. Nos.
county court this month, anyhost, so
Murphy.
Clarence
3625, ssser, 3591, 3841. 3779, 3816. The first ticket brought to us gets the
he continued things over for a few
Piano Solo—Ballade, Opus 4—Ed$ .00.
drys.
ward Trieg—Mr. Marry Gilbert.
Incorporating Articles.
Men's
Traveling
Paducah
The
TraveYing Art.
club filed articles of incorporation,
no
is
with the county clerk. There
The "Traveling Art Gallery" sent
capital stock, and the incorporators around over the country by the
(Incorporated.)
ars A. R. Grouse, R. S. Van Loon, Federation of Women's clubs of the
General Cartage Business,
I lerbert and Sim Hecht, Milton United States, is in the city, and beLouis ing exhibited at Carnegie library
Lackey,
Sanchez. Ernest
Cornillaud, Louis Kolb and C. E. free of charge. It is a collection of
Office
Superior Facilities for
Renfro. Milton Sanchez is presi- famous paintings and works of art
•
2nd and Monroe
Handling Freight, Machinery
dent, R. L. Van Loon vice presi- gathered together by the federation
country.
the
over
dent; Herbert M.'Hecht, secretary; which sends them
Both 'P hones ut.
And:Household Goods.
Sim Hecht, treasurer and Louis while the literary and art club of
Cornillaud, C. E. Renfro, A. R. each city pay the expense while the
Many have
Grouse, Louis Kolb and Ernest exhibition is there.
Lackey members of the board of viewed the display that will be here
directors.
until tomorrow evening. The entire
public is cordially invited to come
Mr. Denny Seriously Afflicted.
out and witness it.
as
Col. Bud Dale spent Sunday in
a
Grahamville where he went to pay
Claim Notice.
friend
time
old
his
to
respects
his
Katie
Mir. G. R. Denny and to comfort him ,McCracken Circuit court;
in. his recent affliction, Last Friday Walbert, etc., Plffs., agt. Equity,
:PADUCAH. ICI'
130 SOUTH THIRD ST.
Mr. Denny was in'Paducah to hear versus Robert E. Walbert, etc.,
to make your home comfortable, because you think the
Reverend Culpepper and son; when Defts.
expense connected with it win
he arrived home in the evening. being
Ordered that this action be re'VS be considerable? If you arc trying
master
Reed,
tired and thirsty he attempted to ferred to Cecil
•
take a drink of water when the commissioner of this court, to take
$
money by not having the occer.s.ny 'cos: stroke of paralysis came upon him proof of assets and liabilities of
a
4
•
Denny
Mr.
floor.
and he fell to the
comforts, you are o's.insinjuttce to
the estate of James T. Walbert, de11
3
is a very old man and his condition ceased, and all persons having
self and your family.
is very serious. He is regarded as
claims against said estate are rethe pioneer Methodist of McCracken
file
A modern bathroom is a necessity and
quired to properly verify and
county, has always been going about
said commissioner,
before
same,
the
his
should be equipped with "Slukbpd" Ware.
doing good and is beloved by all
the t6th day of May,
fellowmen who know him. Yester- on or before
We handle Illisadissd" plumbing fixtures,
will be forever
day was the first Sunday in eighteen 1906, or they
claim
any
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asserting
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and will gladly quote you prices.
years Mr. Denny has missed teaching barred from
against the assets in the hands of
his class in Sunday school.
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.
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A Battle
When the Dick Fowler reached hereby enjoined and restrained from
Smithland a ft w of the thoughtless collecting their claims against said
portion of ths excursionists provoked estate except through this suit.
the anger of a number of the citizens Ordered that this order be pub- These two gentlemen are the coin- give to carne local photographer
by uying them. Hot words brought lished in the Paducah Daily Regis- mittee selected by the trustees to shortly, the little picture he hail reon insulting expression?. and finally ter as required by law.
find out what it will cost and then ceived of Skits() Castle', the Scotland
some parties on the boat began
submit the matter to the vestryineo. home of Andrew Carnegie who doA copy attest:—
throwing lumps of coal at the crowd
The
omed this city the library.
Clerk,
Miller,
A.
J.
ashore. Then the battle opened in
picthe
enlarge
will
her
Children.
photograp
Address
By W. C. Kidd, D. C.
good earliest and the Swithlatiders
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•institutio
the
on
it
hang
and
ture
Miss Aline Itaohy will next Fribombarded the boat and passengers
wall.
the
little
with
day afternoon address
in .a sort of rapid fire manner
iolks of the city doting Children's
stones and brickbats for some minuntil 5 ..'clock at the
Don'tt--buy poisonous immt•Attn
utes. N.> o-•
but windows and doors in the Fowler
library building. The subject on whiskey that is made in store rooms.
was smashed and the atmosphere
which she will speak is "Children Pure whiskey can only be made in
were smashed and the atmosphere
Dicken's a distillery. Buy "Old Terrell" the
Charles
Characters in
ASCERNOW
COMMITTEE
froth the oaths of participants.
pure "still house" article, made in a
Works."
•
distillery, at $2.00, $2.50 and
home
IMTHE
TAINING COST OF
Talk up Your Town.
$3.00 per gallon. Quarts and halves
Enlarge Picture.
If you have an idle moment, emPROVEMENT.
President E. W. Bagby of the in proportion. City retail department
ploy it by saying a good word for
yesterday said he would 417 Jefferson street.
library
your town. It will cost you nothing
and will sound a lot better than windjamming the vicinity in which you
live, and listeners will believe you President Bagby Will Have Photoquicker and mark you as a progresgrapher Enlarge Skibo Castle
sive individual, instead of branding
just
you as one of the missing links
Picture—Miss Bagby Talks.
111111111111M111
escaped from Noah's ark. A man
who belittles his .own town should be
-bat+ AaH-MIN-1-Aba 4-slisl-assna-tratai-t-a-ns•-144*Miitta
ashamed of himself and take to the
woods, where, unmolested, he can
Messrs. George C. Wallace and
hate himself into an unknown grave.
Charles Weille, of the board of
—Harbor Beach, Mich., Times.
trustees for Carnegie library, are
CHOICiST
THE
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL FIND
TALES BRING ON BLINDNESS now ascertaining the cost that will
MARKETS AFTHE
NG
SMART
TAILORI
FOR
STYLES
driee-way
concrete
a
if
be incurred
FORD. THE PATH OF THE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTH
GrandJury Foreman Attributes Mis- is placed between the library buildAND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HIS
EASY
fortune to Strange Cause.
church
Episcopal
ing, and Grace
WE
GARMENT
WE STAND F OR EVERY
CLOTHES
adjoining, at Ninth and Broadway.
TURN OUT.
Evansville, Ind., April 7.—Addison Just as soon as they find out What
Thomas, of Jasper, Ind., foteman of the cost is to be, they will then
the Dubois county grand jury, went
inform the vestrymen of the church
suddenly blind this afternoon and he
see if the congregation will not
and
thinks his blindness was caused by
of the expense of laylistening to the numerous tales of bear one half
that would benefit
drive-way
the
ing
horribl crimes told' before the grand
sgseatiesearVakdalitsse-tlia
the tibrary and church equally.
jury.
Property Sold.
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At Every Drug Store in 25 cent and $1.00 Packages

'Little Sums

••••11mmpmmio

••••=••••••••

count up fast when you
spend. They count up the
same way when you save.
Interest compounded at 4
per cent. will help you.
PEN AN ACCOUNT TODAY
and see how fast your money
grows. $1.00 will start an account

O

1BASE BALL AND
LAWN TENNIS GOODS.

Harbour's Book Department.

4

Paducah Transfer Company

Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Bank.

P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt

227 BROADWAY.

CO.
[FINGER &
MAIM, ers
and Embalmers,
Undertak

Do You Hesitate

J. W. HUGHES

GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building

ILil

Office Phone, 484-A
Residence Phone, 323

Li). D. HANNON

132

BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....

LIBRARY DRIVEWAY

It Appealsito the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.

D. H. BALDWIN & CO.

-•.•1•••••..•••

OurHandsomeSpring Fabrics
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
!!!!!!!

Dicke & Black,

516 Broadway.

t

MERCHANT TAILORS.

W. T. Iffi.LER, Agent.

PADUCAH, BY.

520 Broadway,

41!

b--;. COULSON,

H,
INC
MII
PLO
..,
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Pbooe 133.

529 Broadway.

•
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recite 'The
if yer not
going to
truth about Washington life. •
feet •Raven' I'd like to mention that I
Mr. Read stands about six
interest
that'll
two inches in his Nashville brogans.; hey somethin' here
he prodOced a
'He is a Goliath in frame, having you, mebby." And
shoulders like a heavy-weight cham- large black flask from 4iis side pocket.
pion. 'He "wears his face" clean of Opie concludes something like this:
"It' looked good, it smelled good
beard and his hair is turning gray.
lie might be mistaken for a metho- it tasted good; and the people of that
dist 'aishop until he begins to make town were spared the infliction of
He is one of the that lecture. 'After they had sat in
a few remarks.

Bkycles.......Bicycles
1906 Models Ready for InspIctiog.

best story tellers this country con- j the church, _like a, Quaker meeting,
tains and his specialty is negro dia- for an hour, they got their money
gratefully
and
door
lect. The late Jimmy Cowardin of back at the
Richmond' was the only man of this sought their homes. They had eshim. caped The Raven' for once!"-Julius
equal
that could
generation
Hlopkinson Smith is not to be men- Chambers in the Brooklyn Eagle.
tioned in the same day with Opie
When you* buy "Old Terrell" whisRead.
key you get whiskey that is Made in
In the "old days," when Read an actual distillery and
the hops,
knew mountain dew from Louisville malt, rye and corn used in its diswhisky, he arrived in a small town tillation is the very
highest grade
in Arkansas one afternoon to lecture and the
spring water used is as clear
there that night. As he was the only
pure
as a crystal and
absolutely
very
a
traveler to leave the train
vihich is an important item in perfect
imie:-Iliannersel chap approached and
distillation. A visit to the distillery
he ,was the lecturer.
asiced
t.
'will convince you of the above facts.

The "Trib!me," 1"Rambler,""Monarch"
an,1 "Imperial"

Making Needed Improvements
Practice MM Anheuser Busch. ,
A considerable portion of the maThe lineup of the Anheuser-Busch
ex- terial for the new grand stand has
Wheels are still in the lead. Before buying it will pay you to see
leinrOf15eeatur, which opens the
at been placed on the ground at West
'Hyphens
these fine models. We can save you money and offer them with the conIlibition season with the
and it is probable that
viction that they are the best Bicycles that Brain, Skill and capital can
trban April 15, follows: Cranshaft, Side park,
have the
will
Goveia
r
Contracto
Everett
base;
produce,
jight field; Smith, third
stand up inside of ten days- -Frank
,
We sell on easy payments. Large stock Tires, Pumps, Bells, Sundries,
base;
McIll!"
second
Clifton,
field;
left
stop; Belt spent all day Wednesday at the
etc., at right prices.
tyre, first base; Ryan, short
park superintending the grading of
"Old wheels taken in exchange." "Repair shop in full blast."
Bartlett and Ducker, pitchers; with
The
outfield.
and
diamond
the
Mnttoon
.
substitute
as
'Nankin
T:7: OLD 7.2LIA'LL12.
ground around the edge of the dia:Star.
!•s :
t'ss
ts --,:t
le
a fall that made it impossible for the
WILLIAMS
And Such an Exhibition!
and second baseman to
exstop
an
short
play
s"Tadpole
Cairo
The
s_ tFor sale one quart up, at 417 Jeffer126 and 128 North Fifth Street, Next to Kentucky Theatre.
This
at 'Memphis today, field their positions properly.
C eft.
lkibition game
rep ea Copie throwing oat
son street, city retal department.
the has been eliminated and now these
in
lot
tallest
•
the
are
be
to
1didn't
an
team
appear
Cairo's
The countrym
they
as
vistillery north end of roth street.
papers thert fielders can play as deep
"Kitty league and the
impressed; but said:
$2 oo, $2.so and $3.00 per gallon. One
Giante, wish.-Jacksonville Courier.
are insisting on calling them
" 'I s'pose yen goin' ter give us
quart tip.
,
—Mattoon Star.
"The Raven"
Bad-Eye Dovey.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
"I didn't write 'The Raven,' " Read
one. time
Cairo "Giants" Changed to Monkeys. George Dovey, who at
Notice is hereby given that sealed
retorted; "my lecture is wholly origPaducah
the
on
Charley Itabb's Southern leaguers played! with Dreyfues
heard anything like bids will be received by me in behalf
never
inal-you
out team, is now at Hot Springs having
at Ntemphis too the Cairo team
of the county at my office in the
it."
his life. Daily he dons a
to Red Elm ball yard yesterday af- the time of
rath
that's wot they all court house on'
Saturday, the
know;
I
"Yes,
on
Whittingt
and goes to
ternoon and made monkeys out of uniform
'The Raven' jest day of April, roo6, at to o'clock a. m.,
recite
they
but
say;
Park, where he joins in the practice.
them by the score of 17 to 0.
for the purpose of funishing ,to the
a the same."
he . stooped
, out
f
first el,I
team
The
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red
administe
The defeat
county gravel for repairing the Hinkyou?"
are
"Who
iiis left eye and that
of grounder vri
none
was so heart-rending that
"I'm the edttor of the nevvspa-per leville and Lovelaeeville gravel road.
lefoiced
teatures has
section of h
th tm dared show their faces on Main
The contractor will not be required
since. here."
ever
chunk of liver
street ikfter the game for fear of be- li)te a
"Oh! that's it? What' is its name?" to spread she gravel, but the same
Bluethe
could lbtivey has often played
billeted" to death. 2k:either
'
ing "
"The Phonogorm," was the prompt will be received 'by the county's inthe grass circuit with Louisville teams.
to
One of them find the way
spector upon the road as delivered.
reply.
'Post.
telegraph office to wire the result or Louisville
The bids are expected to be received
"The what?"
particulars of the game to Cairo and
upon the yard as to the furnishing of
"Phono-gorm."
disNo Thank You.
recoarse was kad‘to the long
said gravel.
it mean?"
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"What
at
Hot
Pittsburger stopping
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A
tance telephone to find out if
The tmdersigned reserves the right
Don't know; I bought the office
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committed. suicide
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rebefore
high of beer the other evening
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Pat,si April stle 1916.
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E. B. JOHYSON,
"What did he say the word meant?"
indulge,
not
the Pirate manager, "I do
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The reason for the loss
Road Supervisor.
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look
But,
say.
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even if I did I would have to
game summed up is-stage fright and and
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in
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order: against
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entire
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where
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New
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&low to Dnyv Free ?Mal and make other liberal V..-rnit which ro
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the world um do. You will learn everything and gct mock ruin.
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a
aggregati
before
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threateni
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wben in the city. They
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to
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BICYCLE COMPANY,

I.

We are now open
for business at
121-123 N. \
Fourth St.

FOREMANBROS.
Novelty Works.

CEN

•

IS fiLL IT WILL COST 7PCI

.,. ., '.,.
DC 1,-,',. T Fitt!!tl BICYCLE,,,frc'—'

James McClain. Perry and 'Gregory.
Knows Sound of Their Voices,
Telegrarn'i baseball
Cairo
The
things
At the park Yesterday.
writer had a visi at and heard
inThe practice game started off well
the other night. From as eight
tertained four
'
and the crowd was en
ning lyric we swipe the tillowing:
innings by some swift, snappy playI hear Chief Lloy.T preesting
and
ing.
Then the rain came on
I hear "Old Gilly" star
everybody had to make home runs.
As he tells the wrathful manager
To "go away from there."
FOUNDER OF DEMOCRACY
And then I hear the satiltitsdc
dr.
BELIEVED IN PUBLICITY.
the
upon
eyes
Its
Shout like a thousand devils,
Newspaper! and Education the Safety
As Fleming. nails a fly.
Valves cid Government by

Big and Ugly Like Goliath.
Sullidgee, the hig fir* baseman

the People.
is

Dummy
bead and shouldres over
Hughes. It is a cinch that if he ever
connect, squarely with the horsehide
that the outfielders wit have to jump
the fence to chase it. He is said to
If
be handy with the 'big stick."
his batting ability crrresponds with
his physique, he will be a terror to
the opposing
- nen.

pitchers.-Cairo
••••••11•00•110

((Jefferson and the Press.
While She people are discussing the
newspapers-and when are they notit would delight the soul of Thomas
Jefferson to know that the newspaper press has become probably the
most potent factor in the governing

of the United States.
The founder of the democratic parCitity had such faith in the honesty and
good sense of the great body of the
Arnericanspeople that he was sure the

"Maud's" Brotfer Laughs.

government could not long gr) wrong
while they were fully informed of
the doings of their servanths in public office. "Where the press is free
and every man able to read, all is
safe," is an aphorism in which he
summed up the whole of his philoso-
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Abram L. Well et Co
FIRE INSURANCE

Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Buller-

Campbell Et\ck.

MEAD CYCLE COMPANY, Dept,•"11L" CHICAGO, ILL:

WASHINGTON.

All Kinds Monuments and General
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does not beURE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS;
d
come dark and discolore
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT

John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.

Moved to 315 Broadway
IN

Work

THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
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For the next few days Wallpathat is usually sold elsewhere

at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
isc per roll.

SOLE AGENT, ifoo TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY
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General Insurance Agency
Office;•306 Broadway

..Paper usually sold at ioc we will
sell for• Sc.
....Paper usually sold at 8c we will

First-Class
Watch Work

sell at sc.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.

BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.

A large line of roofing and building papers, canvass and tacks.

J. J. Meld),
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C. LEE. 315 Bwav,

Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696

224 Broadway,

PADUCAH, KY.
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IRVING'S BAD MEMORY.
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a family skeleton or a small methods, much of It done by young he has dug. Nearly every man Is more from 46,415 to 46,788 only during Ave
—DENTIST—
cylindrical shaped lantern of metal, tragedy. I suppose
years of enormous state growth.
New York is a good girls. There are 40 stations in Ger- o- less affected on being selected to
the lantern being about a foot is place to hide
Among
other
counties which have
yourself In, and then so many, which have created such a sen- form one of the firing party and many
Truehart Building.
height
many young men and women coming timent for pure seeds Instead of adul- men have been known to faint away on lost in population in the last five years
are Otsego, famed for hops; Oswego,
A larger wind bell of metal, one that bere in search of fine positions or ca- terated that the hest dealers gladly
being singled out, while others are so noted
for starch and starch works;
sells for $75, has no lantern. but a reers meet with discouragement.
With suomit samples of their merchandise overcome as to be scarcely able to pull
Clinton, which includes the city of
bigger hoop and longer and larger and those people, a letter may
quality
and guarantees. the triggers of their rifles,
mean hope or f6r proof of
Plattaburg; Schoharie; Cayuga, which
more numerous peirdants, each corn- life itself.
The department of agriculture in TanIncludes
the city of Ithaca; Ore"postal of several metal objects atestablish
simpurposes
keeland
a
to
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"In flats and apartment houton where
THE ARMY ENGINEER.
which Includes the city of Catskill;
tached one below the other.
the janitor or a hall boy distributes the ilar system If congress can be perHamilton In the Adirondacks, Fulton
TELEPHONES
A strange, If not grotesque, wind mail, or in a boarding-house where it suaded to enact the requisite legisla- Doe. Not Perform Deeds of
Valor, and Madison counties in
the interior, Iltiskience ege
of metal, one that sells for 1200. passes through the hands of servants. tion.
Office 2s3
But His Services Are
and Wayne, which Increases its agrihas for a top piece a gond metal con- you can see women in all styles of negInvaluable.
cultural I roducts every year, but construction two feet or more In diameter ligee costumes, hanging over the bal. AS GEOGRAPHY IS LEARNED
tinues to lose steadily in population.
sad shaped like a great shallow howl, ustradce. their eyes just begging for a
Some idea of the "general utility"
No other state of the country has so
aid here hanging loverted and with letter.
Illustrated in the Lesson Answers of Services of the army engineer
may be large a proportion of counties which
the pendants banging three feet qr
a Young Expert in the
"One woman In particular I rememgained from the following remarks a..#3 falling behind
in ptspulation at
more in length &mond troll) its outer ber. She lived in a fiat four flights up,
BROOKHILL
BUILDING.
Study.
made by Capt. Nicholas Ivanovitch, of New York, that Is, none
of the target
edge. The pendaOts at this goat wind and morning after morning I
the Russian army, as reported by Rich- states.
would
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
Tne explanation of these
hell, each comPtiefq * a eurneer of find her shivering in the vestibule and
Little Rob was the prize geographer ard Henry Little, war correspondent
In
oddly shaped objects suspc.sied one waiting for me.. She watched me hun- of his class; that is, he could locate the far east in his article —Loalln. barges is found probably In the enormous increase in manufacturing interbelow the other acing It. vary In grily as I distributed the mail to the cities and boand countries with great Round' with the Engineers" in
J. E.HENDRICK. 3,0, MILLE..
the Aga
lengtin and at the enti of a numner various boxes. Nothing ever came for glibness, says Success Magazine. H. Technical World Magazine. •
Vat. MARBLE.
In
five
years Schenectady
has
of the perelatits hang odd small b.sns :ter, and she never told Ine bet story, could draw the most realistic maps,
"We bays not done the things a hich jnmped from
46,000
to
71,eb0
peptila
with tongues.
but somehow you could read it in her printing in the rivers, mountain ranges bring to one the St. George cross or even
lion, Rockland from 3R,000 to 45%000.
Wind 'tells in Over lees exoensive face, which grew thinner every day. ann cross from memory. Rob consin- the Stanislaus and puts our names in
Niagara from 74,001) to 84,000, and
and more familiar forms are Wing or ,t ills1 I brought her a letter, and what ered geography purely in the light of a the paper and brings the message from
Westchester from 184,000 to 228.000.
porches In summer, where the Lreeztra do you think she did when she locket) game, in which be always beat, bot his majesty," said the little captain. as
In 15 years the population of New
associated
never
it with the great he came back to me black with powder.
can play with them and matte teem at it? Just dropped at my feet in a tidy he
LAWYERS
York has increased 21 per cent, yet
tinkle
their musical little faint. after une scream of relief world aoout him. Rivers, to him, were "We have not charged the enemy or one-third
or produce
of.the counties have fewer
r,
ROOMS
a and 3 Register BUJ&
no
than
more
lines;
wiggly
black,
joy
captured many guns or saved the posi- Inhabitants
sounis. In winter such wind bells and
that brought the janitor on
than they had 15 years ing. 523 1-2 Broadway.
cities were dots, and states were blots. tion. We have but made a road over the
may be hung at window, more or less the run.
ago.
•
"Theo there was n nice little girl who New York was green, Pennsylvania mountain. .That is art Yet five men,
likely to be opened at the top, where
Practice in ill the courts el th•
watched for me every delivery last sum- was red and California was yellow. Of they are dead; six are wounded. We
the wind can strike them.
OW&
Both *hones 31.
Squelched.
That wind bell of metal with the mer She'd always ask: 'Anything foe course Rob had never traveled. He have not fought a battle, yet still, it was
Many
a
traveler, who ha.s looked
lantern hanging below it would prob- mamma to-day?' and when I'd shake was born in a canyon near the coun- not the childn play, and some day when forward to
a railroad journey as a
ably be hung in a hail, where It would my head she'd run right upstairs. The try school he attended. One day the the grand battle it In raging, and they, season
when he need not talk, will
the
discovery
teacher
of
Rob's
the
made
Japanese.
are
pressing
told,
janitor
me
about
hard down
them. The husbe "minded when the door was opened.
sympathize with this Just triumph reArchitect and Superintendent
--The-Fleat etlittl_bell_wodtl. in Japan, band had Tieserted them—and in the Idea of geography through the follow- that valley over t' no and it is wanted corded in the London Globe.
to
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After.
day
'
oat
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many
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as tliti wuniar -wati
troops
and
be hung In some temple's grounds, en
--ther
ila..wanted_La read,lititi.lit_roan_og
eor Fraternity Building.
and piobably near the gate. Here It city had to take care of them. It makes of several of the children where Brit- Many -inns b. ouriliecni fltit poifflaa posits would
perst3t in trying to talk Old Phone 49$
Red; New Phone pl.
me tired to think of that Mee, bright lit- ish Columbia is located, she called on over there nt oe head of the valley, then
would be hung In a garden.
have builded will save the as tue train moved swiftly along.
Rob, who, as usual, was waving his this road
tle thing being in an orphanage."
After several brief ropliee the student
hand excitedly, wild with the enthu- day becaose it Is the straight line and
Clancy's Horse in a B-ace.
will be wide and smooth. What say you, began to grow tired. "The grits% is very
siasm of pent-up knowledge.
An Ingenious Policeman.
green, isn't it?" said the woulebe conA noted man in Springfield was Mimy friend?"
"It is on page 68," he declared.
Many tales have been told of the
versationalist, pleasantly.
chael Clancy, a contractor, who had beAfter the roar had subsided, the
"finest," but the ingenuity of a Newark
iso NORTH FIFTH STREET
"YesS' said the student. "Such a
come rich. He bought a string of horses
Domestic
explained
that
that
only
Revolution
teacher
was
in
India.
cop on trial for 'legato. et duty is hard
change from the blue and red grass
and entered them for the Saratoga meet,
Within
a
few
Both Phases mg
a picture of British Columbia. Then
weeks a son of Keshub
to beat.
we've been having lately!"
He raced his horses for the fun of it,
A jewelry shop had •been entered and she asked Rob to bound British Co. Chunder See the famous organizer of
Office
hours
II to so a. nt, t to
In
the
silence
that
and rarely bet. One day he had a horse
followed he beThe Brahmo Soma, of India, bas marof jewels carried off under the Jumble.
p.
in.
and
gan another chapter.
7 to g p. ragentered that seemed to have so excel- a tray
the
ried
widowed daughter of a rajah.
"Can't, teacher; it is all over the
very eyes of the cop. On trial the follent a chance to win that he bet ten dolThat is an extraordinary rebellion
lowing conversation took place between page."
lars on it.
The Chugs.
against an ancient rule in India, and
the police coma:11811101-er and the acWhen the horses get sway Clatter
"Jolla," asked Mrs. (7hugwater, "hot
National Time.
the beginning of a domestic revolution
cused: y
stood in the grand stand watching them
Americans get their correct time from Which has the support of many ad- do they work these voting machines?"
didn't sou see the man?"
through his field glasses. Borne of his
Naval observatory, vanced Hindoos who do not themselves
"They use one of the cranks that
did see him, your honor, and asked a little room in the
"I
friends, knowing of the ten dollar be,
lora what he was tiolsg hanging Located on Georgetown heights, in the Ws to more than Sperm, in its favor, ire always hanging around the pcilas
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
crowded about and began to joke him.
place," explaJoed Mr. Clisewater, with
suburbs of Washington. The observaaround."
THROAT..
"Where's your horse now?" Clancy
some
Irrttation.—Chicago
originally
intended
to
One on the Poet.
Tribune.
detect
tory was
"What did he say?"
Residence,
Robins 3 suds,,
and
Office
chronometers and to regwas Baked.
Mice Boy—There are two men out
"He said he was lookin' into the lora- errors In ship
7
C011**'11% attile7,
Seemed to Know.
Clancy surveyed the field carefully. tion, as he was goin' in for jewelry him- ulate them properly. This work cOnsta there, sir, who west to see you; one
Phalle
--Red
1041.
"What,"
department
asked
at
the
the
tall-brovved pro"I can't quite make out," he replied, self."
institution, of them is a poet and the other a deaf
Lutes one
cessor,
"are
the
principal
Most
perhaps
"whether he Is last in the third race or
its
important
Ity-prodirts
funobut
man.
"Well-, he did. He robbed the store." tion in
that of being the nation's tin*
first in the fourth."—Boston Herald.
Editor—Well. go out and tell the tf the steel indeetry?"
"Well, your honor, even If he was a
"Carnegie libraries," promptly an- OLIVER, OLIVER & M'ORKOOR,
keeper.
poet
that the deaf man Is the editor.—
no
liar."—
was
N. Y. elan.
thief, be
twered
the student from an Interior
Tit-Bits.
Ohscrvant Youth.
Mosquito-Killing Irish.
ollage.—Chicago Daily News,
"Say, Boo- said the small girl to the
,lea dem Life.
Horne very small West Inditin fish,
Where His Advantage Lay.
small boy, se at are relations?"
She---Is it true that your brother is go- locally known as "millions," are thrivOFFICES: Benton. K rear baulk
Husband's Recompense.
First Man—How do you do?
"Relations." was the answer, "are ing to remarry his divorced wife?
ing in the Zoological Gardens, London.
The Comanche Indians have a la* that
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Second Man—Beg pardon, but you
folks that keep mother working so bard
He--Yes. Me became so well ac- Barbadoes is the home of this species,
if a back runs away with another's squaw
have the advantage of me.
for fear they'll come arourd on a tour of quainted with her during the divorce and rt is suggested that the
Room
114 Fraternity Building.
immtlnity
inspection end say she isn't a good trial that he fell In love with
First Man—Yes,I guess I have. We the husband is to have all his property,
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reaches Brookport coming this way,
e-Osiniriotohioto:e-:otetot-hOot-i-i-O-1-:••;•eo:the passengers, mail and expees
• e.
are transferred from bank to cars 4.
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aboard the boat, and brought over +
here were the cars are pulled off st-++-1-1-1-+++-'e+O—:-+•:—..-++++++++*+
the craft and taken to Union depot.
-Oswell Cheek has accepted posiCol. Victor Van de Male left
Engineer's Ball.
yesterday morning for Tennessee on tion with D. L. Van Culin. Wants
ONE WILL BE INSTITUTED AT
Nlext Monday evening the Broth- a drumming trip.
his friends to call and see him.
FIRST VISIT IN FOUR YEARS.
PRINCETON NEXT
erhood of Locomotive Engineers of,
-Jane Turner, aged 22 years, has.
Messrs. Homer and John HutchMONTH.
this city gives its annual ball in the inson
Mastics Campbell Prom's.
of Mobile, Ala., spent Sunday been in such ill health the past few
dining hall of Hotel Craig on Fifth
We put only the
years, that her reason became unwith
Mrs.
S.
E.
Hutchinson
and
purest and freshest drugs,
zoid Jefferson streets.
dermined, and yesterday in the cirdaughters of West Broadway.
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and exactly the drugs
cuit
court she was ordered taken to
prethe
into
orders,
doctor
your
Mr. Newt Utley of ExIdyville is in
Everything Prepared for Big
the asylum for confinement at Hopscriptions you bring to us. We
the city on business. lie was form-'
Interslite Gathering.
never make mistakes-our prekinsville. Mr. English will take her
erly state senator from his district
scription clerks are too expert for
there.
and president of the house.
that. And we don't charge high
-The Washington navy depart,
prices-far from it.
MT. Ben VV!' tine, one of the Eagle
Col. John H. Hendrick returned inent has informed Mayor
Yeiser
We carry many excellent proofficials of ht re, Sunday went to
yesterday from spending Stiday
that on • account
of the gunboat
pr*ItlSy medicines. Feeling
there
people
many
and
met
Princeton
Smithland.
bilious or jaundi,ed? Suffering
Paducah being now in the West
who want a loge of this secret order
from constipation, torpid liver,
Mt. C. E. Brigham arrived here Indies on important business, it is
Roxan
Try
headaches?
neighboring
city.
t:.at
in
instituted
(Continued
from
In Her Latest Unqualified Success
Page One.)
Wet
yesterday from Mayfield where he impossible to tell when she can
Litter Salts.
The Paducahan found many desiring
The Merry Modern Comedy.
is building the independent tele- come here for the silver service to
This is the most isatiefactory
to enter and started off arrangements protection if they desire it, while the
we've ever
Liver-Remedy
looking toward., getting well under people out in. the .residence sections phone company's system. He was be presented.
handled, and we know its
way all prepa-ttions for the new cannot, and then of nighttime they accompanied by his wife and Mrs. -Mr. Oswald Cheek has taken a
formula. It stimulates
body The ti: • for instituting the think the homes should be consideredE* L. Barber, latter wife of Presi- place as clerk for the Van Culin
and regplates the action
.:cd on' within the first, because hundreds of men work dent Barber of the Independent book store.
body will be
,of the liver and bowcis without griping.
It will be some- of night and' have to leave their fami- telephone syndicate.
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-Advertising car No. x of the
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month, however.
time
next
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fective. hold
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nal Company.
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Rex all
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tee.
Fellows' committee arranging for the way and the union depot, does not map hardware people. His wife re- -Ed Griffin has bought the MarBalcony goc,
c,and $1.00-Galsaloon from Arils Bohaninterstate gathering the 26th, Me. become effective until Chief James mains here to visit relatives.
We
lery ac and 35C.
, and takes charge today. It ,s
Charles Smith was named as grand Collins returns the last of this week
Mks. John R. Scott of Nashville,
Seats On Sale Monday 9 a. m.
marshal for the big parade that day, from Hot Springs, Ark., where he Tenn., is visiting her parents, Mr. on Broadway near Second street..
with assistance of Gus G. Singleton, now is attending the annual conven- and Mrs. J. K. Greer of West -A large crowd went to SmithBechenbach, Henry Seamon tion of the National Police Chiefs Jefferson.
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There are a number of important low ground on the river'side of
The Joe Fowler went to Evansexperienced
beginner
in
this
respect.
criminal cases to come up at this Third, and this keeps the hollow ville
C. H. Hammond to be Tried Befor
yesterday• and comes back tolie is an unusually bright and court, among them being the case of water penned in, and it cannot be
morrow.
Commissioner Gardner Today.
By Expert, Graduate Optician
energetic young man who outranked W$11 Howe, charged with an attempt gotten rid of.
A 'barrel of oil
Today's boat in - the Evansville
all others in his collegoate studies at who'esale poisoning. How is a thrown,Rn top of the water will detrade is the John S. Hopkins, comToday' before United States Cons- and has quite a promising future be- rim-in-law of J. D. Helton, a pros- stroy Unhealthy girms.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
ing in this morning, and getting
miseVo-WAritiour Gardner there fore him. The roadnhe goes with is perous farmer, who lives near here, The board Yesterday
directed away immediately on
her return to
cortaW up the case ,charging C. +1. a large one, and .recognizing his and had some trouble with his wife, Health Officer William Graves to
HaminonsI„ avith bootlegging. The ability, gives him a place quite im- separating from her. Several mem- put the sanitary inspectors to work that place.
Capt. Tom Murray has taken the
accused was arrested several days portant for one so young. Ile is bers of the family were poisoned it;
this morning, they ir.ing John Molposition of superintendent for the
some way. and Howe was charged
ago down ine-Ballard county,'and the Col. Sol Voughan's grandson.
ler and R. F. Barnett, one of whont, 'nnie
with the crime.
action set foriodar as witnesses have
Dry Docks in Mechanicswill take the side of town north
to be gotten from 'Carlisle and other
urg.
He
is -one of the Attest!
Watch Inspections.
counties.
In the first month of last year the Broadway, while the other takes the marine docks ,and railway men in1
This morning the N., C.•& St. L. house of representatives received South Side of town. They are to the. country.
' °Well has returned rairoad inaugurates its watch •
Dr. 1.
ItLiim.IiLsl examine the _premises or everybod
syection system that compels all the month of the new year-well, a man and sec that all filthy and piles of
from Nashville, Tenn.
Secretary of State Harry V. McJEWELER & OPTICIAN
attaches in every
department to doesn't have to he elected to con- trash are kept cleaned up. to prevent Chesney and wife of Frankfort,:
breeding
germs
from passed through here yesterday en,
have their timepieces
examined gress to have some things come his disease
327 Broadway.
We are closing out our
arising.
regularly every three monihs by way.-Saturday Evening Post.
route to Smithland.
line of
Nagel & Meyers, the local jewelers
who are the official inspectors for
the road. The road men have their
tickers examined weekly.
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J. L._WOLFF,

HOUSEHOLD
...PAINTS

at very little above cost.
At housecleaning time. a
small can of paint will cover a
multitude of sins.
This is
housecleaning time and we are

Good Paint Cheap

Apprentice Broke Arm.
--Yesterday morning Clifford Fulmer, an apprentkwmachinist at the
I. C. shops, was working around a
crank shaper, when his right arm
was caught and pulled into the
mechanism, breaking the bone. He
is the son of General Foreman R. E.
Fulmer and a seven month apprentice.

_No More Trains Transferred,
The I. C. transfer boat running
between here and : Brookport has
quit transferring trains, on account
if the high water and broken piling
INC0iPORATED.
'over at the brookport landing preDPI/gists,
Fifth and Wway. venting her getting up to the incline
Both Phones tia.
cradle. When a passenger train

R. W. WALKER & CO.,

You will have to buy more COAL this season. ,Why n'ot* buy

TRADEW

ER COAL

So you will know where to petii th
T COAL NEXT for WINTER?
iLump 13c, Nut 12c.
Both Telephones 254.
Foot of
01110
Street.

West Keolocky C al Co.
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